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Abstract 

This essay discusses the differences in depiction of vampires between Stephenie Meyer’s 

Twilight (2005) and Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897). By using examples from the novels, the 

essay exemplifies how genre, narration, and readership affect the description of vampires within 

the two novels. The essay bases its discussion on genre on the premise that the vampire genre 

is in fact a genre to itself, but one with a broad variation. Furthermore, the essay briefly 

discusses the shift within the vampire genre, where vampires during the last centuries have gone 

from dangerous and scary to appealing and romantic. A connection is made between the shift 

within the vampire genre and Anne Rice’s vampire fiction. The discussion on genre shows how 

the romance, fantasy, and horror genres affect the depiction of vampires.  

 

Sammanfattning 

Denna uppsats diskuterar hur vampyrer i verken Twilight (Meyer, 2005) och Dracula (Stoker, 

1897) skildras på olika sätt. Skillnader i beskrivningarna illustreras med hjälp av exempel från 

de båda böckerna och berör genre, berättarperspektiv och läsarkrets. Diskussionen i uppsatsen 

baseras på att vampyrgenren är en egen genre med många olika beskrivningar av vampyren. 

Uppsatsen berör även förändringen i genren och lyfter kort hur vampyren från början tolkas 

som farlig och skrämmande för att sedan framstå som attraktiv och romantisk. En koppling görs 

också mellan förändringen i vampyrgenren och Anne Rices vampyrnoveller. Vidare i 

diskussionen kring genre berörs även hur genrerna romantik, fantasy och skräck påverkar 

skildringen av vampyrerna i de nämnda verken. 
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Legends, myths, and folklore tales about vampires have existed for hundreds of years. Stories 

have been told about people being attacked in their sleep by creatures that drained them of their 

body fluids since ancient Greece. Throughout medieval Europe, people told tales of corpses 

walking around and drinking the blood of the living and spreading the plague. A lack of modern 

understanding of infectious diseases led people to believe that those who became vampires 

preyed on their families first. The natural characteristics of decomposition, such as receding 

gums and growing hair and fingernails, were used by people to strengthen the stories of 

vampires (“Vampire” Britannica Academic).  

 Britannica Academic writes that the modern literary vampires seem to stem 

largely from Gothic European literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth century, a time when 

the hysteria of vampires was peaking in Europe (“Vampire”). There are several appearances of 

vampires in literature before Bram Stoker’s Dracula in 1897, yet it is argued that Stoker’s is 

the most important work of vampire fiction. Count Dracula later came to inspire countless 

works with his characteristics (“Vampire” Britannica Academic). However, Stoker’s work is 

far more important to us today than it was to its contemporary Victorians, who relished it as a 

good potboiler. Dracula seemed commonplace in 1897 but became a legend that haunted and 

defined the next century (Auerbach & Skal ix). Though Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight from 2005 

might not have had the same effect on forthcoming novels as Dracula, the novel is nevertheless 

a big success. J. Davies has credited Twilight with rejuvenating the vampire genre (2009) and 

C. Memmott has said it has generally renewed the interest in reading (2009) (cited in Click, 

Aubrey & Behm-Morawitz 4). Furthermore, Twilight has broken many sales figures, had a 

significant impact on female audiences and the media industry and the reactions towards the 

novel have been intense (Click, Aubrey & Behm-Morawitz 4). 

 In vampire fiction, there are many descriptions of vampires and while there are 

no rules for an author to follow when creating a vampire character, there are previous depictions 

of vampires to draw upon. This creates differences but also similarities as authors often seem 

to draw upon a similar idea of the vampire. The vampire many authors tend to draw upon is 

Bram Stoker’s Dracula. However, when comparing the vampires of Twilight and Dracula, 

many differences can be seen which suggests that something has happened to vampire fiction 

during the 100 years or so since Dracula was published. This could be explained as a shift 

within the vampire genre and M.J Wood (1999) states that the change began with the works of 

Anne Rice. Wood states that Rice changes vampire fiction in four different ways. First Rice 

dismisses many of the traditional vampire conventions, second her vampires are individuals 
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and the fact that her stories contain many vampires also speaks for a significant break from 

tradition. Furthermore, Wood states that Rice changes the traditional Gothic setting and that she 

changes the narration of vampire stories. A classic vampire story is usually told by a victim or 

someone near the victim, never by the monster (Cited in Overstreet p. 5-6). 

 With these four changes in mind, this essay will, then, investigate and compare 

the vampires in Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight to Bram Stoker’s Dracula. The vampires in focus 

will be the Cullen family from Twilight and Count Dracula from Dracula. The discussion is 

based on the premise that vampire fiction is a genre to itself but one with a broad variation, and 

that vampire fiction rarely belongs solely to the horror genre any more. This essay will claim 

that while the differences between the vampires in Twilight and Dracula to a large extent can 

be explained through Rice’s changes to vampire fiction, it will also show how differences in 

genre, readership and the narrator’s experiences of vampires importantly contribute to their 

depiction. 

 The first thing Wood says that Anne Rice changed is that she dismissed the 

traditional vampire conventions. Some of the things that changed with Rice’s vampires is that 

religious objects no longer affect them, they cannot change into animals or mists and that a 

deliberate exchange of blood now creates a vampire. Furthermore, vampires cast reflections 

and they need not to be invited into a potential victim’s home. These are all changes that Wood 

states “makes vampire myths seem far more reasonable” (Cited in Overstreet p. 6). Looking at 

these aspects in Twilight and Dracula it is evident that the things Rice removed are removed in 

Twilight as well but do exist in Dracula. To begin with, the Cullen family (and the other 

vampires in Twilight) are not affected by religious objects nor can they change form, they do 

not have to be invited in and they cast reflections. With the shift in vampire fiction, the 

appearance of the vampire also changed, and unlike the Cullen family, Count Dracula is 

described as somewhat odd and peculiar and almost a bit cruel. He is depicted as a tall, old man, 

with a white moustache and dressed in all black (17). Furthermore, he has a high bridge of a 

thin nose and peculiarly arched nostrils, massive eyebrows, and a fixed cruel-looking mouth. 

Count Dracula also has long and fine, sharp cut fingernails and sharp canine teeth (19-20, 232). 

Breaking the traditional vampire conventions, the Cullen family are depicted as “devastatingly, 

inhumanly beautiful” (17). Edward Cullen is described to be muscular with a dazzling face that 

is friendly, open and has flawless lips. Furthermore, he has a musical voice, dark gold eyes and 

is very strong ““… scooped me up in his arms, as easily as if I weighed ten pounds instead of a 

hundred and ten.” (21, 37, 41, 83). However, the nomads, the other vampires in Twilight, are 
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closer in appearance to Count Dracula and as they are portrayed as “the bad guys”, it could be 

argued that the traditional vampire appearance is now used to portray the “bad vampire”. The 

appearance of the nomads is described as very different from the Cullens as they wear frayed, 

worn clothes and are barefoot. Furthermore, they are said to have sharp eyes and gleaming 

white teeth (329).  

 As mentioned in the introduction, vampire fiction exists with a broad variation 

and there are elements of other genres within different vampire works. What genres a text 

belongs to, affects the characterisation of vampires; it affects what traits vampires are given, 

how they interact and how the plot is going to unfold. The term genre is defined as a distinct 

type of category of literary composition and there are many categories for a text to be put into, 

such as epic, tragedy or comedy (“Genre” Britannica Academic). While Twilight is best 

described as romance novel, Dracula belongs to the horror genre.  

 A horror story is a fictional narrative designed to inspire feelings of revulsion in 

its readers (“Horror story” The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms). That Dracula belongs to 

the horror genre is evident from a statement by Heldreth and Parr (1999); “In 1897 when 

Dracula was published, readers enjoyed being afraid of Dracula, knowing that he would be 

dead by the end of the novel” (Cited in Overstreet p.20). In difference to the horror genre, the 

romance genre has another focus, mainly the relationship between two individuals. There are 

two basic elements that exist within every romance novel, according to Romance Writers of 

America: a central love story and an emotionally-satisfying and optimistic ending. The main 

plot of a romance novel circles around individuals falling in love and struggling to make the 

relationship work. At the end of the novel, lovers who take risks and struggle for one another 

and their relationship, are rewarded with emotional justice and unconditional love (“About the 

Romance Genre”). Meyer follows the characteristics of a romance novel, as the saga tells a 

story about a teenage girl who falls in love with a vampire. It is a love story where the 

relationship between a human girl and a vampire meets many difficulties but in the end the pair 

is rewarded with emotional justice.  

 Looking at the appearance of the Cullen family and Count Dracula, it is evident 

that with Rice’s change and further influence of different genres, the appearance of vampires is 

not as frightening any more. Deborah Wilson Overstreet states that today vampires are more 

fashionable than frightening and rarely dead at the end of their stories (20). Carroll (1990) 

describes postmodernism as marked by both conceptual and moral relativism also when it 
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comes to horror fiction and thus recent vampires have become largely postmodern 

constructions. Continuing, Carroll states that vampires have a potential for great harm, but 

seldom act on it and if they do, we do not seem to mind (Cited in Overstreet p. 5). Greg Buzwell 

follows Overstreet and Carroll on the line that vampires can be described in two ways. The first 

description he gives is of a repellent blood-sucking creature crawling from the grave and 

continuing he describes a strangely alluring representation of nocturnal glamour and potent 

sexuality (“Dracula: vampires, perversity and Victorian anxieties”). These two descriptions can 

be applied to Dracula and Twilight, were Count Dracula is the repellent blood-sucking creature 

and the Cullen family more of a strangely alluring representation of nocturnal glamour and 

potent sexuality. Therefore, even if there still are parts of vampire stories that might be scary, 

this essay argues that the vampire is not used to fright and scare anymore. This is evident in 

Twilight as well as other twentieth- and twenty-first-century vampire fiction.  

 As for the generic influence on the two novels, differences do not exist solely 

because of the romance and horror genre, but also as the different works make use of fantasy 

elements in different ways. A work of fantasy is not primarily devoted to a realistic 

representation of the known world. It often describes imagined worlds in which magical powers 

and other impossibilities are accepted (the Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms “Fantasy”). As 

elements of fantasy Meyer uses werewolves, shape-shifters, supernatural powers and of course 

vampires. Jacob Black is one of Isabella’s best friends but also descends from shape-shifters 

and is a werewolf. The Cullen family are all vampires and while Edward can hear people’s 

thoughts (152), Alice can foresee things that might happen in the future (253). Stoker, on the 

other hand, uses other fantasy elements. Count Dracula is given the ability to transform himself 

into different animals and turn into a mist. He can also become so small that he can slip through 

a hairbreadth space at the tomb door (279). As evident, the changes seen in terms of fantasy 

elements, can also be connected to Rice removing several traditional vampire conventions.  

 The second change Wood mentions, is that “Rice addresses vampires 

themselves”, “Rice vampires are individuals, and the fact that her stories contain many 

vampires also speaks to their significant break from tradition”. Furthermore, Wood states that 

the conflicts in Rice’s vampire fiction exist between the vampires, rather than between vampires 

and humans (Cited in Overstreet p. 6). Comparing Twilight and Dracula from this aspect, the 

difference is very clear; vampires are much more frequent in Twilight than in Dracula. In 

Meyer’s saga, vampires are a big part of the story line and sometimes there is a bigger focus on 

the vampires than on the humans. In contrast, Stoker’s novel has its focus on the human 
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experience of the vampires and the role the vampires play is minimal. A difference between the 

two works is also evident looking at the aspects of conflicts. The biggest conflict in Dracula 

exists between the humans and a vampire, where the humans are fighting to kill the vampire, 

whereas in Twilight the biggest conflict exists between vampires, both within the Cullen family 

and between the Cullens and other vampires. However, the conflict often involves a human, 

Isabella, and the topics at debate are often how to keep her safe and whether she can keep the 

vampire’s secrets.  

 Wood states that such changes exist to make the vampires more complex 

characters, who are in fact motivated by human desires and that this makes vampires more 

sympathetic (Cited in Overstreet p.6). Meyer’s vampires are described in a more “romantic” 

way that leaves them more sympathetic and human than Stoker’s vampires. It could be argued 

that it is much easier to relate to the Cullen family than to Count Dracula, since the first ones 

live a life that is closer to a human life. In fact, DeMarco (1997) argues that there is a natural 

connection between vampires and the teenage readers. DeMarco believes that the vampires can 

represent many of the problems young adults are facing. Vampires can appear to be an idealised 

version of what young adults might admire, “something more than human but less than a god-

immortal with residual humanity, proposing immortality, perfection, and power. Identity, 

security, and mortality are all resolved in this fearsome creature who was once as we are.” 

(Cited in Overstreet 12-13). Many of the issues touched upon in Twilight are recognisable for 

the teenage reader, such as falling in love, starting a new school, and making new friends. It 

could be argued that in many cases what attracts the readers is the vampire’s beautiful, 

mysterious and somewhat dangerous appearance. Natalie Wilson states that by “tapping into 

our cultural love affair with romance, the book seduces readers not only because they rely so 

heavily on archetypal character types and alluring supernatural figures, but also because they 

reflect various cultural shifts and trends” (6). It is also evident that Meyer has given her 

vampires human desires as the Cullen family live quite a normal life, they go to school and 

work and live a life within one city. Vampires have often been presented as necessarily solitary 

and nomadic, but the Cullens long for family and stability. In contrast to other vampires, who 

never permanently settle anywhere, the Cullen family have made Forks their home. This means 

that Isabella Swan need not choose between “the nocturnal, urban lifestyle of the vampires” 

and her family (Wilson 22). Count Dracula, on the other hand, never settles anywhere 

permanently, as he travels from the east to London (Wilson 22). He does not live a “normal” 

life, as he rarely goes out during the day, avoiding sunlight as it weakens his powers (279). 
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 The third thing that Rice changed about vampire fiction is the traditional Gothic 

setting. Earlier vampire fiction had been “set in isolated and dreary locations”, but now Rice 

set her novels in cities such as Paris, San Francisco, and New Orleans (Cited in Overstreet 6). 

Rather than living in an old castle on the Transylvanian country side, as Count Dracula, the 

Cullen family live in a modern house in the outskirts of a small town in America, a change that 

follows from Rice’s novels. Rice vampire homes were beautiful and well-furnished, often with 

objects acquired over centuries of life. Wood believed that this change undermined the general 

fright of the reader (Cited in Overstreet 6). Once more, the Cullen family’s house follows the 

change Rice made. Their home is decorated in a modern way, with a touch of history as they 

have a wall full of graduation caps, one from each graduation the Cullen children have been a 

part of (Twilight, Hardwicke 2008). Comparing the new and old conventions of a vampire 

home, the Cullen family versus Count Dracula, Wood’s statement can be strengthened. The 

modern, beautiful home of the Cullen family is far from as scary and frightening as the old, 

dreary castle of Count Dracula.   

 A brief connection between the settings of the two works and genre can also be 

made. The traditional Gothic setting portrayed in Dracula can be connected to the horror genre 

while the more modern setting in Twilight can be connected to the romance novel. His way of 

living only adds to the oddness of Count Dracula’s person, and his perception as somewhat 

scary. Rather than being described as someone who would fit in among humans, Count Dracula 

sticks out. It has been stated that as an evil intruder Count Dracula personified all that was 

threatening, powerful, alluring and evil (Nuzum “Defining Dracula: A Century of Vampire 

Evolution”). With their modern housing and beautiful appearance, the Cullen family personifies 

the postmodern construction of vampires: the vampire that is beautiful, seductive, and hero-like 

(Click, Aubrey & Behm-Morawitz 73).  

 The fourth and last change that Rice makes changes the narration of the vampire 

story. Usually, the narration of a classic vampire story is carried out by a victim or someone 

close to the victim, never by the vampire. Rice allows her vampires to be protagonists and share 

their own stories, in a first-person narration (Cited in Overstreet 6). This change could be argued 

to be one of the bigger changes within vampire fiction, and the one most easily spotted when 

comparing Twilight and Dracula. Fludernik defines the term narration as the narrative act of 

the narrator (2) and states that it is connected to both narrative and narrator (27). The narrator 

fills several functions within a story, he/she is the one who is technically speaking, presenting 

the fictional world. Furthermore, he/she can explain why events occur, ascribe them to political 
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or social circumstances and conditions and indicate what motivate the characters. Fludernik 

also states that the overt narrator’s “main purpose is to arouse the reader’s sympathy or 

antipathy for certain characters and to develop a normative framework for the story world and 

the reader’s reception of it.” (Fludernik 27). One difference between Twilight and Dracula is 

that though both are narrated by a first-person narrator, one character narrates Twilight and four 

different characters narrate Dracula. In both novels, one can clearly see who is telling the story, 

as the narrators are overt. An overt narrator is not only clearly seen telling the story, but also 

shares his/her views and make their presence felt stylistically as well as on a metanarrative level 

(Fludernik 21).  

 The differences in narration between Twilight and Dracula is easily connected to 

Rice’s change. This as the vampires in Twilight, unlike Count Dracula, are given a voice within 

the story rather than just existing. Within Twilight, vampires are allowed to share their own 

stories and to express feelings and desires. This is not the case in Dracula, where Count Dracula 

is in fact a minor character who only appears on a few pages. Furthermore, as a reader one never 

gets to know Count Dracula’s perspective (Overstreet 6). The vampires in Twilight exist in the 

novel as both minor and major characters. However, it could be argued that the vampire 

characters sometimes are more important than the human characters. This as almost all events 

within the novel circulate around a girl falling in love with a vampire. In Dracula, on the other 

hand, though the vampire is a part of the events, the focus of the novel lies on how it affects the 

humans. Count Dracula is but a minor character in the novel and his presence is only shown by 

other characters. He is not given the opportunity to tell his own experiences nor does he speak 

as a first-person narrator. 

 Another difference that is spotted in the narration of the two novels, is the 

narrator’s different experiences of the vampires. Beginning with Twilight, the narrator, Isabella 

Swan, has mostly good experiences of vampires. As she, in the course of the narrative, falls in 

love with a vampire, her descriptions of vampires are mostly positive and the vampires are often 

seen as something very beautiful. There are few instances when one as a reader is offered a 

more critical view of vampires though they do exist. Firstly, one as a reader is given a critical 

description through Jacob’s father, a descendant from shape-shifters and a member of the 

Quileute tribe. Though his concern for Isabella is expressed, his hands are somewhat tied from 

doing anything about the situation, as the Quileute tribe has a peace deal with the Cullen family. 

This peace deal allows the Cullen family to live in Forks, if they do not hunt. Secondly, when 

the existence of vampires first is brought to Isabella’s attention, it is through the Quileute 
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legends, which provides a more critical view as vampires are described more like Count 

Dracula. Thirdly, as Isabella’s experience with vampires apart from the Cullen family is quite 

rough, these vampires are portrayed differently than the Cullens.  

 The experience of the four characters who narrate Dracula is quite different from 

that of Isabella Swan. Even as there are four characters that narrate the novel, one is not given 

the same view of the vampire, but four slightly different views. As a reader, one experiences 

the same hatred against vampires but for four different reasons. The narrators use slightly 

different ways of describing the vampire, however they all head in the direction that vampires 

are monsters. Mina Murray, later Harker, Jonathan Harker, Dr John Seward, and Lucy Westenra 

are the narrators of Dracula. They share their own experiences of the vampires and through 

them the reader also shares the experience of Abraham Van Helsing, Arthur Holmwood and 

Quincey Morris. As the storyline unfolds, the reader puts the puzzle together, along with the 

characters, since, as Gaiman states, “we know only what the characters know and the characters 

neither write down all they know, nor know the significance of what they do tell” (xvi-xvii). 

 Mina Harker, wife of Jonathan Harker and friend of Lucy Westenra, has several 

reasons for her hatred against and fear of vampires. Her fear mainly concerns those around her, 

even though she herself falls under the control of the Count. Several times throughout the novel, 

she expresses concern and fear for her friends and husband. The concern for her husband begins 

even before she learns about the existence of vampires and Jonathan’s encounter with them. 

 The fear and hatred of vampires arise for a different reason for Jonathan Harker. 

It begins with his own experience of vampires, as he visits the castle of Count Dracula in 

Transylvania and the visit is not at all as he expected it to be, “The castle is a veritable prison, 

and I am a prisoner!” (Stoker 30). Though his concern for himself loses its grip, he grows to 

fear for his wife Mina as she is bitten by the Count, “[…] ‘we shall not rest until the Count’s 

head and body have been separated, and we are sure that he cannot reincarnate.’ He looked at 

Jonathan as he spoke, and Jonathan looked at me. I could see that the poor dear was torn about 

his mind.” (Stoker, 412). In this passage, Jonathan’s concern for Mina is evident as they need 

to go their separate ways on the last part of their journey to find Count Dracula. Jonathan fears 

for leaving Mina’s side as she is under the Count’s influence and they are heading into 

something they know little about. 

 Similarly, Dr John Seward, Lucy Westenra, Abraham van Helsing and Arthur 

Holwood express a concern and fear of vampires. Seward expresses a general concern for all 
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characters of the novel, but mostly for Lucy Westenra, as he is the doctor to care for her when 

she is ill. As the fourth narrator, Lucy Westenra mainly expresses a concern for herself, but also 

for her mother. Furthermore, the concern of Van Helsing can be sensed in his voice and actions 

as the narrators tell them. As he is the only one with full knowledge of vampires and what they 

can do, his concern is quite deep. Throughout the novel, he expresses a concern for each of the 

characters, however for different reasons. Arthur Holmwood’s concern mainly circulates 

around his to be wife, Lucy and her illness. This concern, however, only exists in the beginning 

of the novel and later a general concern for all characters can be sensed. As there is a concern 

and fear of vampires expressed by all characters in Dracula, it adds to the perception that the 

vampire is a frightening creature.  

 One can also connect the concern and fear of vampires to the century in which the 

novel was written. Tradition, in the form of myth and folklore, has always portrayed vampires 

as monsters, and as the influence of vampire tradition was much stronger when Dracula was 

written, he was portrayed accordingly. During the twenty-first-century, vampire myths are not 

as common, hence vampire traditions are not as strong in Twilight. This difference is evident in 

how the humans in the novels react towards the vampires. In Dracula, the fear is strong and the 

humans are quite superstitious. Rather than questioning the existence of vampires, the 

characters in Dracula, seems quite accepting of the fact that it is a vampire that is tormenting 

them. Their knowledge of vampires is further evident when Van Helsing dismisses Lucy’s 

illness and explains it as the influence of a vampire (Stoker, 143). The situation is rather 

different in Twilight, where Isabella seems to be looking for a more rational explanation than 

the Cullen family being vampires, “Could the Cullens be vampires? Well, they were something. 

Something outside the possibility of rational justification was taking place in front of my 

incredulous eyes.” (Twilight, 120).  

 This essay said to investigate the differences between Twilight and Dracula, not 

only in line with the changes Anne Rice made to vampire fiction, but also in terms of genre, 

narration, and readership. Together with Rice’s four changes the essay has investigated genre 

and narration and will in the forthcoming paragraph discuss how readership affects the 

differences. A young adult audience creates other conventions than an adult audience, hence 

differences are created in the depiction of the vampires in these novels. Young adult fiction 

features adolescent protagonists and includes issues that are familiar and seen as important to 

the average adolescent reader. Issues that could be addressed are dating, popularity, and social 

alienation. A transformation a girl makes from girlhood to womanhood through romance, 
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typifies young adult fiction (Click, Aubrey & Behm-Morawits 73). Twilight is one of many 

vampire novels to belong to young adult fiction. With his beautiful and mysterious appearance, 

Edward Cullen is portrayed as the guy which almost every girl falls in love with. Even though 

he sometimes is perceived as someone many find odd, there is a curiosity towards him. 

Furthermore, he is quite beautiful, and jealousy exists amongst the other students. A connection 

between young adult fiction and the depiction of Edward Cullen can also be made as he is an 

adolescent, even though he has been the same age for centuries. Another thing and perhaps the 

main thing that connects Twilight to young adult fiction is the transformation of a teenage girl 

from girlhood to womanhood through romance. The main character, Isabella Swan, goes from 

being an ordinary 17-year-old human girl, to being a married vampire mother within two years 

(Click, Aubrey & Behm-Morawitz 73). 

 Dracula, on the other hand, does not belong to young adult fiction but instead its 

audience are adult readers. This affects the description of the vampires mainly through the 

connection between the Count and the society of the time. As manly Englishmen felt threatened 

by dark places and foreigners (Auerbach & Skal ix), Count Dracula is portrayed and described 

as a foreigner travelling to England and threatening the citizens. Auerbach and Skal state that 

Dracula is only one of many stories pitting manly Englishmen against foreign monsters (ix). 

Furthermore, Count Dracula is portrayed as a somewhat older man, with an appearance that 

would be considered more ugly than beautiful. The vampires in Dracula are also portrayed as 

more terrifying than the Cullen family through their actions. There are several scenes within 

the story that include blood drinking and unlike in Twilight, these scenes are quite detailed. In 

Twilight, the reader only knows that the vampires drink human and animal blood, while in 

Dracula, the act is referred to and described. This can then be connected to the adult audience, 

as adults are usually not as sensitive as younger individuals.  

 Furthermore, there are other issues touched upon in Dracula, that do not 

necessarily affect the depiction of the vampire but connect the novel to an adult audience. For 

example, the novel touches upon marriage, death and murders. Furthermore, the novel touches 

upon the fact that Englishmen were threatened by their own women, as the dispensation from 

1897 exhilarated many women and their vision of new lives, called the New Woman. This is 

something that Mina Harker makes ambivalent jokes about in Dracula. Auerbach and Skal 

states that “Bram Stoker wrote a novel true to the dislocating experience of his bewildered 

contemporaries.” (xi). Stoker also uses the act of vampirism and its notion of tainted blood, to 
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suggest the fear of sexually transmitted diseases (Bunzwell “Dracula: vampires, perversity and 

Victorian anxieties”), which was a common fear during the eighteenth century.  

 As mentioned Rice’s changes created a shift within in the vampire genre, where 

vampires have become less frightening through the years. Mark Collins Jenkins argues that 

“vampires have never appeared more sensitive or romantic” (Cited in Wilson 6) and Wilson 

states that “vampires have become contemporary culture’s sexy drug of choice, rather than the 

dangerous warnings they once were” (6). The changes Rice made could be argued to, in many 

cases, lead the vampires to be perceived as more romantic and perhaps human. As Rice allows 

her vampires to be a bigger part of the novel, the reader can create an affection for the vampire 

character.  

 One can also use Jenkins’ statement to explain the differences between Twilight 

and Dracula, as the Cullen family is described as more sexual and seductive than the Count. 

Overstreet states that vampires in literature have always been able to pass as human, however, 

in different degrees. Those who meet Count Dracula know that there is something odd about 

him, but he still passes as human though not as an attractive, seductive, or appealing one (4). 

Furthermore, Wilson states that “Meyer’s 21st-century vampires, in particular, are more angelic 

than monstrous. The Cullen vampires are far from the blood-thirsty killers or hairy-palmed 

coffin sleepers that populated early lore and literature” (16). In contrast to Count Dracula’s 

beaked nose and unsightly fangs, the Cullen family are preternaturally gorgeous creatures, “they 

are more Greek god than revivified corpse” (Wilson 16). Thus, in comparison it is evident that 

the Cullens are more likely to pass as human next to Count Dracula. However, as our society is 

always changing, a change in the depiction of vampires could only be considered normal. 

Overstreet states that in our changing society, with its ever-loosening sexual mores, it would 

only make sense that vampires would become more overly sexual. As our culture, today, is so 

focused on physical perfection, it makes sense that it must be reflected in our vampires, who 

have become beautiful, erotic, hedonistic, powerful, and young. They are now, only slightly 

dangerous and in other words the classic “bad boy” (4-5). 

 Summing up what has been discussed in this essay, there are several ways to look 

at the differences between Twilight and Dracula. Differences between the two works, and 

within the vampire genre, are evident as it seems like each author creates their own customs 

when it comes to vampires. Though at times it seems that they draw upon a similar idea of the 

vampire. To begin with, one can investigate the differences in terms of four changes made by 
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Anne Rice. Firstly, she removed the traditional vampire conventions and secondly, she changed 

vampire fiction in such a way that she “addresses vampires themselves”. Thirdly, Rice changed 

the traditional gothic setting and last, Rice changed the narration of the vampire novels. 

Furthermore, one could also explain the differences from a perspective of genre, narration, and 

readership. Both novels belong to the vampire genre, but also other genres. Thus, differences 

are created as Twilight belongs to the romance genre and Dracula belongs to horror fiction. The 

depiction of vampires in Twilight is mostly seductive, sexual, and human which can be 

connected to the fact that the narrator of the novel falls in love with a vampire. Furthermore, as 

the narrator has experiences of vampires that are both good and bad, there are both “good” and 

“bad” vampires in the novel. In Dracula, however, there are only “bad” vampires, as the four 

narrators only have bad experiences of vampires. Count Dracula is, unlike the Cullen family, 

depicted as somewhat terrifying, as within horror fiction there is an intention to frighten its 

readers. The Count is described as cruel and peculiar looking, and far from beautiful. 

Readership can also describe the differences between the novels, as Twilight is young adult 

fiction and Dracula targets an adult audience. This leaves the novels to touch upon different 

problems, and while Twilight touches upon issues such as social alienation and love, Dracula 

highlights issues important to the Englishmen during the nineteenth-century, for example, the 

fear for dark places and foreigners but also their own women. There are many different 

descriptions of vampires within vampire fiction, but to categorise the two discussed in this 

essay, one could say that the Cullen vampires are “contemporary culture’s sexy drug of choice” 

and Count Dracula is the “dangerous warning” vampire.  
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